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[1] Several ground‐based and airborne data sets taken with the Global Navigation
Satellite System Reflectometry (GNSS‐R) technique are made available to the research
community. This paper reviews the potential applications of these bistatic radar
observations, including a list of possible approaches and algorithms described in the
literature for oceanic measurements (altimetric and scatterometric), soil moisture sensing,
and sea ice and snow characterization. A list of applicable models complements the
review. The paper continues with descriptions of the campaigns included in the initial data
set, together with the basic information required to understand the instrumental issues of
the data. Finally, some parameters and observables provided in the data are detailed.
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1. Introduction

[2] TheGlobal Navigation Satellite SystemsReflectometry
(GNSS‐R) technique, also known as the Passive Reflec-
tometry and Interferometry (PARIS) technique, was sug-
gested by Martín‐Neira [1993] as source of opportunity for
altimetric measurements (Figure 1). As reviewed in section
3, the list of potential applications has increased consider-
ably since then to include the remote sensing of the sea
surface roughness and salinity, the soil moisture, sea ice
characterization, and snow structures.
[3] Because of the mostly noncoherent nature of the

reflected signals, these cannot usually be tracked by the
standard navigation GNSS receivers (GPS, GLONASS,
future GALILEO, and COMPASS). In order to conduct
experimental work, the GPS Open Loop Differential Real‐
Time Receiver (GOLD‐RTR) was designed and manufac-
tured at the Institut de Ciències de l’Espai [Nogués‐Correig
et al., 2007]. Since 2005, this GNSS‐R hardware receiver
has been used in more than 42 campaign flights and for
more than 250 days of continuous ground‐based observa-
tions. A general sketch of its functionality is given in
Figure 2. Data have been taken over oceans, land, sea ice,
and dry snow. Besides being one of the few dedicated
GNSS‐R observation set, the data are also quite unique
because of the multiple antenna measurements. As detailed
in section 5, some of the campaigns were equipped with
both copolar and cross‐polar antennas, and some others used
two cross‐polar antennas that might allow advanced inter-
ferometric techniques.

[4] Although extensive results have been already obtained
with these sets [Nogués‐Correig et al., 2007; Cardellach
and Rius, 2008; Rius et al., 2010; Cardellach et al., 2009;
F. Fabra et al., Phase altimetry with dual polarization
GNSS‐R over sea ice, submitted to IEEE Transactions on
Geoscience and Remote Sensing, 2011], they still offer
many opportunities for research. For instance, to help
establishing the error budget of a wide range of GNSS‐R
techniques.
[5] In particular, the recently launched SMOS [McMullan

et al., 2008] and the soon to be launched Aquarius [Lagerloef
et al., 2008] L band radiometric space‐based missions for
ocean salinity monitoring require better understanding of
sea surface roughness as bistatically sensed at L band [e.g.,
Miranda et al., 2003; Delwart et al., 2008]. The L band is
sensitive to intermediate scales of the sea wave spectrum.
They do not relate directly to the instantaneous wind, but a
combination of wind, swell and waves age. It is needed to
properly discern between those contributions, as well as to
find potential new applications of these intermediate wave
scales. This data set provides L band bistatic observations of
the sea surface under different sea surface conditions, thus
suitable to tackle these topics.
[6] Another important open question is the modeling of

the copolar scattering component: the received scattered
copolar component (right‐hand circular polarization, RHCP)
weakly matches the modeled waveforms. Proper models for
the copolar component of the scattering must be investigated.
This data set provides scattering events at both polarizations,
the only set the authors are aware of that include polari-
metric reflections, except for the data of Elfouhaily et al.
[2002].
[7] It has been proved that some GPS transmitters are

affected by significant multipath (up to 2 m transmitted
multipath delay in SV 49 [Esterhuizen, 2010]). Therefore,
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these data sets could also be suitable for studying the impact
of the multipath generated at the GPS transmitters onto
GNSS‐R altimetry and scatterometry.
[8] The data sets are now available to the community,

through the Web server http://www.ice.csic.es/research/
gold_rtr_mining/. It must be noted that the content of the
data includes GNSS‐R observables, both raw and up to a
certain preprocessing level, but they do not provide the final
geophysical products.
[9] This paper compiles a review of their potential

applications, lists the algorithms and methods suggested
and/or validated in the literature, and gives some details to
properly obtain and use the data.

2. Basic GNSS and GNSS‐R Concepts

[10] A detailed description of the Global Positioning
System is given by Spilker et al. [1996] and Misra and Enge
[2006]. For geoscientists unfamiliar with these navigation
systems but who wish to use these data sets for research, the
relevant information can be summarized as follows: a low
signal‐to‐noise (SNR) L band (we use one of the two
available frequencies, L1 = 1575.42 MHz, l = 0.1905 m
wavelength) electromagnetic field is transmitted by satellites
orbiting at ∼20,000 km altitude. The signals are transmitted
at RHCP, continuously. Several codes modulate the signal
by introducing 180° phase shifts. One of the codes is the
navigation code, used to help real‐time positioning. This is
not going to be relevant for the user of this data set because
the postprocessed transmitter and receiver positions are
provided, and the milliseconds of data with a potential
navigation bit transition (with thus potential degraded per-
formance) have been removed from the data set. The other
codes are designed to isolate the signal transmitted by
one particular GPS space vehicle from the others received

simultaneously (Code Division Multiple Access, CDMA).
To achieve it, the codes take the shape of pseudorandom
noise (PRN), sequences of arbitrary phase jumps that when
correlated by any other transmitter PRN result in a quasi‐
null cross‐correlation function (orthogonal‐like behavior).
Therefore, the GPS receiver needs to cross correlate the
signal captured by the antenna with replicas of the PRN
codes, to discern, identify and separate them. These cross‐
correlation functions are also called waveforms, or delay
maps (DM). The correlation function in direct propagation
conditions (no reflection) is ideally a triangle (in amplitude
units). The half width of the triangle is the chip length (time
interval for potential phase shifts to occur). For the Coarse/
Acquisition (C/A) code, used in our data, this is ∼300 m.
The delay of the signal is measured by either displacements
of the peak of this triangle function (group delay), or more
precisely by tracking the changes in the phase of the carrier
(2p radiant corresponding to 1l change in the transmitter‐
receiver distance). The ionospheric and lower atmospheric
conditions, together with multipath environment (reflections
in objects near the receiving antenna) introduce some addi-
tional delays.
[11] When the signal reflected off of the Earth surface is

collected, the following occur: (1) The polarization is mostly
swapped, from RHCP to left‐hand circular polarization
(LHCP); this effect depends on the dielectric properties of
the surface and the geometry of the reflection. (2) The
correlation function is distorted; because of the diffuse
scattering, the antenna collects signals reflected at the
specular point as well as at other points within the surface
(the glistening zone), which add contributions to the cross‐
correlation function at longer delays than the specular one.
The waveform is no longer a triangle function, but the
trailing edge decays at lower slope than the leading edge.
Moreover, in certain dynamic conditions, the Doppler

Figure 1. Nonscaled sketch of the Global Navigation Satellite System Reflectometry (GNSS‐R)
approach. A receiver above the Earth’s surface collects the direct signals as well as those reflected off
of the surface. They come from areas around the specular points, the glistening zones.
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frequency suffered by the off‐specular reflections differs sig-
nificantly from the Doppler frequency at the specular point.
These signals are then filtered out by the cross‐correlation
and coherent integration process (it depends on the coherent
integration time, Ti as 1/Ti). In those cases to retrieve the
complete glistening zone, a set of cross correlations must be
performed at slightly different frequencies around the
specular one, generating a delay Doppler map (DDM;
Figures 3 and 4). All these waveforms can be provided as
a set of complex numbers (C‐DM, C‐DDM), given in
amplitude units, or noncoherently integrated in time to
reduce the noise, given in power units (P‐DM, P‐DDM).

3. Review on GNSS‐R Applications

[12] The GNSS‐R applications tend to be classified
according to the observed surface: (1) ocean, (2) land, and
(3) ice and snow. Another classification regards the final
product: (1) altimetry, (2) roughness, and (3) permittivity
parameters (such as temperature, salinity, or humidity,
which determine the reflectivity level of the surface mate-
rials). Still, the observables used in the technique might also
characterize the classification: (1) integrated power obser-
vables solely or (2) high sampling complex correlation
functions (amplitude and phase). Finally, we might need to
distinguish between applications that require polarimetric or
nonpolarimetric observables. The data obtained in the
experimental campaigns cover all the cases. Therefore, from
here on this section focuses on the applications that can be
tested with the released data set, that is, applications of both
integrated and complex field observables, under the surface
and final product categories above, either polarimetric or

not. Table 1 codifies and summarize the techniques, it also
provides the reference literature for each method as well as
the required type of data.

3.1. Altimetry

[13] The altimetric techniques can in principle be applied
to reflections off any surface, but their performance will
depend on the signal‐to‐noise ratio of the scattering.
Therefore, GNSS‐R altimetry has only been conducted on
strongly reflecting surfaces and geometries, such as waters
and smooth ice, or land at near‐surface receiver altitudes
[Rodriguez‐Alvarez et al., 2011].
[14] The altimetry aims to resolve the vertical distance

between the receiver and the surface and/or the vertical
location of the specular point (with respect to a reference
ellipsoid or geoid). Both quantities are related as pictured in
Figure 5. The observables to deal with are the distances
between transmitter, receiver, and/or surface. They can be
given in the space domain (called ranges) or in the time
domain (called delays). They are related to each other by the
speed of light, and from here on we will call them range or
delays indistinctly. Because the GNSS‐R observations are
bistatic, the way to relate the ranges with the surface level
will depend on the geometry (incidence angle), as well as
other systematic effects (atmospheric, instrumental, anten-
nas set up, etc.). All these questions are tackled in section 4,
which is devoted to models. Here we focus on the observ-
able, that is, the altimetric range. The altimetric range is the
distance traveled by the reflected signal with respect to the
one traveled by the direct radio link. When the range is
measured through the delay of the code (delay of the cor-
relation function), it tends to be called group delay or

Figure 3. (a) When the glistening zone (area over which the signal is reflected toward the receiver, in
green) is wide, the cross‐correlation process filters out the contributions reflected with geometric Doppler,
significantly different than the specular one (marked in red). Then, the cross correlation can be performed
with different frequency corrections to capture the other Doppler belts. Each DM correlation corresponds
to a Doppler belt: for example, (b) central DM and (c) +2Df. The composition of all the DM slices gen-
erates the delay‐Doppler map (DDM), as shown in Figure 4.
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pseudorange. When the carrier phase can be tracked, var-
iations in the range can be monitored with much better
precision, since an entire cycle corresponds to l ∼ 20 cm
change (∼0.5 mm/carrier phase degree). This latter approach
is called carrier phase altimetry.
3.1.1. Group Delay Altimetry Observables
[15] In a smooth‐surface reflection event, the distance

between the path traveled by the reflected signal and the
path traveled by the direct link would simply correspond to
the range between the peaks of the two correlation func-
tions. Nevertheless, and since most reflections occur off
rough surfaces, this approach cannot generally be used (Rius
et al. [2002] show that variations in the delay of the
reflected peak mostly account for changes in the surface
roughness). Figure 6 shows the ranges involved in altimetry,
as given in this data set.
[16] A few techniques have been used to identify the

specular point delay in the waveform.
[17] 1. For Peak‐Delay (AG.P) the altimetric range is

taken as the peak‐to‐peak delay. This peak delay can be
directly extracted by combining some fields provided in the
data (see Table 2).
[18] 2. Retracking (AG.R) consists of fitting a theoretical

model to the data. The best fit model indicates the delay
where the specular point lies.
[19] 3. Peak‐Derivative (AG.D) identifies the maximum

of the derivative of the leading edge as the specular point
delay. The peak derivative delay can be directly extracted by
combining some fields provided in the data (see Table 2).
[20] See Tables 1 and 2 for completeness.

3.1.2. Phase Delay Altimetry Observables
[21] The phase at which the direct and reflected signals

(�d and �r, respectively) reach the receiver depends on the
range between the transmitter and the direct and reflected
antenna phase centers (rd and rr), respectively, through the
terms �d / k · rd and �r / k · rr, where k states for the
carrier’s wave number. The reflected phase, given with
respect to the direct one, thus becomes �r−d / k · (rr − rd),
where (rr − rd) is the altimetric range, rr−d. The phase delay
altimetry approach aims to measure the altimetric range by
means of carrier phase observations �r−d. When the signals
reflect off rough surfaces, the received phase �r becomes too
noisy (noncoherent) and the technique cannot be applied.
[22] In general, it can be used in very smooth surfaces

(some ice surfaces [Gleason, 2006]), from very low altitudes
(a few meters), and over very slant geometries (a few
degrees in elevation). Some of the released data sets are
suitable for phase altimetry (see Table 3), using the fol-
lowing techniques below (also summarized in Table 1).
[23] 1. For Interferometric beats (AP.I), when the altitude

is low enough or the observation at grazing angles, the delay
between the reflected and direct signals is short and their
correlation functions overlap, producing interference beats.
These beats are oscillations of the amplitude and phase of
the total field (sum of the two signals), and they occur at the
frequency (1/l)d(rr − rd)/dt. Cardellach et al. [2004]
obtained phase delay altimetry by analyzing the inter-
ferences found in radio‐occultation data from the CHAMP
low Earth orbiter. Similarly, A. Helm et al. (Detection
of coherent reflections with GPS bipath interferometry,

Figure 4. (left) An example of 10 ms coherently and up to 1 s noncoherently averaged DDM as received
through the combination of five channels of correlation. (right) DDM synthesised using the 1 KHz time
series of raw data corresponding to the central frequency slice in Figure 4 (left). The procedure is
explained in Table 2, here using 10 ms coherent integration and up to 1 s noncoherent integration. A
linear color scale is used for power (the same for both plots, in arbitrary units). These DDMs are not fully
equivalent because of the frequency filtering suffered by the raw data used to synthesize the DDM in
Figure 4 (right) (filtering in sinc shape during their 1 ms integration process).
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unpublished manuscript, 2004) used an equivalent approach
to perform phase delay altimetry off of an Alpine lake.
[24] 2. For 5‐Parameter DM Fit (AP.5P), a more robust fit

is performed by Treuhaft et al. [2001], who use the whole
complex RHCP (direct + reflected) waveform to extract five
parameters, among them the altimetric range.
[25] 3. For Separate Up/Down Channels (AP.SC), when

the delay between the two radio links is longer and their
correlation functions do not or just weakly overlap, Fabra
et al. (submitted manuscript, 2011) and Semmling et al.
[2011] used separate up and down channels to measure
the relative phase �r−d, obtaining sea ice phase altimetry
which clearly reproduced the tidal signatures.

3.2. Ocean Surface

3.2.1. Ocean Wind and Roughness
[26] As the GNSS link reflects off the sea surface, its

roughness might scatter the signal in a wide range of output
directions. As a result, the reflection is not specular (mirror‐
like), but it spreads in a scattering pattern: contribution from
sea surface patches (facets) that have different orientation
deviate the signals, and introduce further delays (longer
raypath distances than the nominal transmitter‐specular‐
receiver radio link). This changes the properties of the
received signal and thus those of its correlation function. In
general, the reflected waveforms present lower amplitudes
when roughness increases, and the shape is also distorted:

Table 1. List of the Global Navigation Satellite System Reflectometry (GNSS‐R) Techniques Identified in the Literature as Suitable to
Apply in the Released Data Set

Code Technique Sources Dataa

Group Altimetry
AG.P Peak‐Delay Martín‐Neira et al. [2001] P‐DM
AG.R Retracking Lowe et al. [2002], Ruffini et al. [2004] P‐DM
AG.D Peak‐Derivative Hajj and Zuffada [2003], Rius et al. [2010] P‐DM

Phase Altimetry
AP.I Interferometric‐beats Cardellach et al. [2004], Helm et al.

(unpublished manuscript, 2004)
RHCP (low altitude or elevation)

C‐DM
AP.5P 5‐Parameter DM Fit Treuhaft et al. [2001] RHCP (low altitude or elevation angle)

C‐DM
AP.SC Separate Up/Down Channels Fabra et al. (submitted manuscript, 2011),

Semmling et al. [2011]
coherent reflected C‐DM and direct

C‐DM

Ocean Roughness
OR.DM DM‐fit Garrison et al. [2002], Cardellach et al. [2003],

Komjathy et al. [2004]
P‐DM

OR.MDM Multiple‐satellite DM‐fit Komjathy et al. [2004] P‐DM simultaneous PRNs
OR.DDM DDM‐fit Germain et al. [2004] P‐DDM
OR.TE Trailing‐edge Zavorotny and Voronovich [2000a],

Garrison et al. [2002]
P‐DM

OR.DDS Delay and Doppler spread Elfouhaily et al. [2002] P‐DM, P‐DDM
OR.SD Scatterometric‐delay Nogués‐Correig et al. [2007],

Rius et al. [2010]
P‐DM

OR.AV DDM Area/Volume Marchan‐Hernandez et al. [2008],
Valencia et al. [2009]

P‐DDM

OR.PDF Discrete‐PDF Cardellach and Rius [2008] P‐DM (isotropic) P‐DDM
(anisotropic and assymetric)

OR.CT Coherence‐time Soulat et al. [2004], Valencia et al. [2010] Direct and Reflected C‐DM low
altitude and/or calm waters

Ocean Permittivity
OP.PR Polarimetric‐ratio see Figure 7 Reflected RHCP and LHCP P‐DM
OP.POPI POPI Cardellach et al. (unpublished manuscript, 2006) Reflected RHCP and LHCP C‐DM

Land
L.SMC Soil‐moisture cross‐polar Masters et al. [2004], Manandhar et al. [2006],

Katzberg et al. [2005], Cardellach et al. [2009]
P‐DM and direct P‐DM if calibration

wanted
L.SMP Soil‐moisture polarimetric‐ratio Zavorotny and Voronovich [2000b],

Zavorotny et al. [2003]
reflected RHCP and LHCP P‐DM

L.OI Object‐identification Lie‐Chung et al. [2009] RHCP and LHCP C‐DM

Sea Ice
I.PP Permittivity by peak‐power Komjathy et al. [2000], Belmonte [2007] P‐DM
I.VHP 1st‐year thickness VH‐phase Zavorotny and Zuffada [2002] reflected RHCP and LHCP C‐DM
I.PR Permittivity polarimetric ratio see Figure 8 reflected RHCP and LHCP C‐DM
I.POPI Permittivity POPI Cardellach et al. [2009; unpublished manuscript, 2006] reflected RHCP and LHCP C‐DM
I.R Sea‐Ice roughness Belmonte [2007] reflected P‐DM

Snow
S.V Volumetric‐scattering Wiehl et al. [2003] P‐DM or P‐DDM

aType of data required to perform the technique. RHCP, right‐hand circular polarization; LHCP, left‐hand circular polarization; PRN, pseudorandom
noise.
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the leading edge (before peak) elongates, the peak gets
further delayed, and the trailing edge (after peak) persists
longer, with slower decay rate. Information about the sur-
face roughness can be obtained from the analysis of these
distortions.
[27] The L band navigation signals, of ∼0.2 m electro-

magnetic carrier wavelength are not sensitive to sea surface
roughness of spatial scales much smaller than the electro-
magnetic wavelength (such as wind instantaneously induced

ripple). As a consequence, the GNSS‐R ocean scattering
observations can inform about intermediate roughness
scales, which do not necessarily relate to the wind condi-
tions. One of the open questions is a better understanding
and modeling of this roughness term [e.g., Delwart et al.,
2008], and researchers are encouraged to use this data
set for these investigations. Two L band radiometers
have recently been or will soon be launched, SMOS and
Aquarius, respectively, which will provide sea surface
salinity and soil moisture measurements. Because of them, it
is nowadays essential to understand and properly model the
L band roughness, and the bistatic scattering of L band
signals off the Ocean. The reason is that these issues are
required for the proper modeling of the L band emissivity,
and the separation between the effects of the permittivity of
the surface (salinity and temperature) and the roughness
corrections.
[28] The approaches to untangle roughness information

that have been identified in the literature as suitable for
being applied to this data set are codified and summarized in
Table 1. Brief explanations are as follows.
[29] 1. For DM‐fit (OR.M), after renormalizing and rea-

ligning the delay waveform, the best fit against a theoretical
model gives the best estimate for the geophysical and
instrumental correction parameters [e.g., Garrison et al.,
2002]. Depending on the model used for the fit, the geo-
physical parameters can be 10 m altitude wind speed, or sea
surface slopes’ variance (mean square slopes, MSS). Note
that the provided data sets, the time delay alignment

Figure 5. The altimetry resolves the altitude of the receiver
above the surface H, from which the surface level Hs can be
obtained once the receiver has been precisely positioned by
using standard GNSS techniques.

Figure 6. Ranges involved in this GNSS‐R data set. The reference range is the NominalDelay of
the direct signal (set to zero). MaxWavDelay and MaxDerDelay are always referred to their respective
NominalDelay (direct and reflected). The delay of the reflection specular point with respect to the direct
reception is given by NominalDelay (reflected) + MaxDerDelay (reflected) − MaxWavDelay (direct). See
Tables 2 and 4 for completeness.
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between the data and the model, realignment, is given by the
variable MaxDerDelay (see Table 4 and Figure 6), which
identifies the specular point.
[30] 2. Multiple‐satellite DM‐fit (OR.MDM) extends the

DM‐fit inversion to several simultaneous satellite reflection
observations, which resolves the anisotropy (wind direction
or directional roughness [Komjathy et al., 2004]).
[31] 3. For DDM‐fit (OR.DDM) the fit is performed on

a delay Doppler waveform [Germain et al., 2004]. In this
way, anisotropic information can be obtained from a single
satellite observation.
[32] 4. For Trailing‐edge (OR.TE), as suggested from

theoretical models of Zavorotny and Voronovich [2000a],
Garrison et al. [2002] implement in real data a technique in
which the fit is performed on the slope of the trailing edge,
given in dB.
[33] For Delay and Doppler spread (OR.DDS), Elfouhaily

et al. [2002] developed a stochastic theory that results in two
algorithms to relate the sea roughness conditions with the
Doppler spread and the delay spread of the reflected signals.

[34] 5. For Scatterometric‐delay (OR.SD), for a given
geometry, the delay between the range of the specular point
and the range of the peak of the reflected delay waveform is
nearly linear with MSS. This fact is used to retrieve MSS
[Nogués‐Correig et al., 2007]. The scatterometric delay can
be directly obtained in our data set by combining some of
the provided fields (see Table 2 and Figure 6).
[35] 6. For DDM Area/Volume (OR.AV), simulation

work by Marchan‐Hernandez et al. [2008] indicates that the
volume and the area of the delay Doppler maps are related
to the changes in the brightness temperature of the ocean
induced by the roughness. The hypothesis has been exper-
imentally confirmed by Valencia et al. [2009].
[36] 7. For Discrete‐PDF (OR.PDF), when the bistatic

radar equation for GNSS signals is reorganized in a series of
terms, each depending on the surface’s slope s, the system is
linear with respect to the probability density function (PDF)
of the slopes. Discrete values of the PDF(s) are therefore
obtained. This retrieval does not require an analytical model
for the PDF (no particular statistics assumed). In particular,

Table 2. Construction of Some Basic Observables From netCDF Data Variables

Observables Construction

DM Data in the variable array Waveform, the interlag (sampling) distance in (EndWindowDelay −
StartWindowDelay)/(N − 1), where N is the number of lags (current instrumental settings are N = 64,
15 m interlag delay). It can be referred to the specular point delay, with its delay given by MaxDerDelay.

DDM Measured: It is necessary to identify several Channel with the same PRN, Link, and Polarization and
different DeltaFreq values within the same SecondOfWeek (in integrated data) or within the same
Millisecond (in raw data). Then, the contents of the Waveform from each DeltaFreq corresponds to each
frequency slice of the DDM (see Figure 4, left). Synthetic: When the Doppler spread across the glistening
area is within 1 kHz, the DDMs can be obtained from raw DM (at central frequency). This applies in
most of the released data, and therefore, it also extends the DDM monitoring to those moments in which
only DMs were captured. The DDMs can be synthesized by coherently integrating the raw DM while
counterrotating the phase by the desired Df. An example is given in Figure 4 (right).

Peak delay The delay of the peak with respect to the direct signal is given by NominalDelay (reflected) +
MaxWavDelay (reflected) − MaxWavDelay (direct) (in m).a,b

Specular delay or
altimetric range

The delay of the specular point with respect to the direct signal is given by NominalDelay (reflected) +
MaxDerDelay (reflected) − MaxWavDelay (direct) (in m).a,b

Scatterometric delay The delay of the peak with respect to the specular point delay is given by MaxWavDelay (reflected) −
MaxDerDelay (reflected) (in m).b

Interlag distance The distance between two subsequent samples is given by (EndWindowDelay − StartWindowDelay)/(N − 1),
where N is the total number of lags.

aThe term WavMaxDelay (direct) can be neglected.
bIt might fail at low altitudes and/or when reflected and direct signals overlap (CoSMOS 2007, GPS‐SI, GPS‐DS).

Table 3. Current Available Campaignsa

Name
Funding
Agency Geographical Area Flights Ground H State

Reflection
Polarization Application

GOLD‐TEST IEEC Mediterranean Sea 3 – 10 O/L LH + LH AG, OR
Ebre River Delta (Spain) LH + RH AG, OR, OP, L.SMC

CoSMOS06 ESA North Sea (Norway) 12 – 3 O LH + RH AG, OR, OP
CoSMOS07 ESA Baltic Sea (Finland) 2 – 0.3 O LH + LH AG, AP.SC, OR, L.SMC
SMOS‐RC08 ESA Baltic Sea 12 – 2–3 O/L LH + RH AG, OR, OP

Germany, France LH + RH, LH L.SMC, L.SMP, AP.SC
Mediterranean Sea, Spain LH AG, OR, L.SMC

CAROLS07 CNES Atlantic, France 3 – 3 O/L LH + RH AG, OR, OP, L.SMC, L.SMP
CAROLS09 CNES Atlantic, Mediterranean,

France, Spain
11 – 3–5 O/L LH + RH AG, OR, OP, L.SMC, L.SMP

GPS‐SIDS‐SI ESA Disko Bay (Greenland) – 8 months 0.7 L/I/S LH + RH I, AG, AP, OR.DM, OR.MDM,
OR.TE, OR.SD, OR.CT, OP L

GPS‐SIDS‐DS ESA Dome C (Antarctica) – 10 days 0.045 S LH + RH S

aH is the nominal altitude of the receiver (in km). State indicates states for the reflecting surfaces (ocean (O), land (L), ice (I), and snow(S)). Reflection
polarization indicates the polarization of the surface‐looking antenna (zenith‐looking RHCP is always present). Applicaiton lists the techniques that might
potentially be used with each data set (codes are as in Table 1).
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when the technique is applied on delay Doppler maps, is it
possible to obtain the directional roughness, together with
other non‐Gaussian features of the PDF (such as upwind‐
downwind separation [Cardellach and Rius, 2008]).
[37] 8. Finally, for Coherence‐time (OR.CT), when the

specular component of the scattering is significant (very low
altitude observations, very slant geometries, or relatively
calm waters), the coherence time of the interferometric
complex field depends on the sea state. It is then possible to
develop the algorithms to retrieve significant wave height
[Soulat et al., 2004; Valencia et al., 2010].
3.2.2. Ocean Permittivity
[38] Polarimetric measurements are sensitive to the per-

mittivity of the reflecting surface. For the Ocean surface, the
permittivity at the L band of the electromagnetic spectrum is
essentially given by the salinity and the temperature [Blanch
and Aguasca, 2004].
[39] For Polarimetric ratio (OP.PR) the ratio between the

copolar (RHCP) and the cross‐polar (LHCP) Fresnel reflec-
tion coefficients differs up to 10% between different
salinity conditions (Figure 7, top). The direct inversion of
the polarimetric ratio is nevertheless an open question, since
it will not only depend on the Fresnel coefficients, but on a
more complex scattering process, for which the copolar term
is not properly modeled yet.
[40] Similarly, for Polarimetric Phase Interferometry (OP.

POPI) the difference between the phase of the complex
copolarized and cross‐polarized components of the reflected
fields (RHCP and LHCP, respectively) depends on the
permittivity of the surface (E. Cardellach et al., Technical
note on polarimetric phase interferometry (POPI), unpub-

lished manuscript, 2006, Figure 7, bottom). This is simply
the phase of the polarimetric interferometric field, complex‐
conjugate multiplication between the copolar and the cross‐
polar complex components. The long coherence time, of the
order of minutes, of the polarimetric interferometric field,
increases significantly the precision of the POPI measure-
ment, which requires a theoretical sensitivity of a few
degrees phase. Phase wind‐up [Wu et al., 1993] affects
twice the POPI phase, and it must be corrected.
[41] The data taken up today with the GOLD‐RTR cannot

provide absolute POPI values, because of instrumental
issues, but they can provide POPI variations. TheGOLD‐RTR
has recently been modified to allow absolute POPI mea-
surements, and the data taken during 2010 (27 flights) and
later campaigns, to be posted in the server, will be ready for
absolute POPI.

3.3. Land and Hydrological Applications

[42] Several techniques to extract soil moisture informa-
tion contents can be found in the literature. They are mostly
sensitive to the 1–2 cm upper layer [Katzberg et al., 2005].
[43] 1. Soil‐moisture cross‐polar (L.SMC) uses the LHCP

SNR as the observable, from which the surface reflectivity is
extracted. It can be normalized by the direct power level or
even calibrated with observations over smooth water bodies
[e.g., Masters et al. 2004].
[44] 2. Soil‐moisture polarimetric‐ratio (L.SMP) is a

method that assumes that the received signal power is pro-
portional to the product of two factors: a polarization sen-
sitive factor dependent on the soil dielectric properties and a
polarization insensitive factor that depends on the surface

Table 4. Some of the netCDF Variables in Integrated Georeferenced Data, Including the Waveform Data, Instrumental Issues, and
Models

Name Units Level Description

Record number 1a Index that identifies each observation, being an observation the 64‐lag output produced every
Coherent_int × Uncoherent_int interval by each active correlation channel.

Lags number 1a Number that identifies which of the 64 correlators in a correlation channel is giving the
corresponding waveform power lag.

Waveform power units 1a Power of the waveform, given for each correlation lag.
PRN number 1a Number that identifies each one of the orthogonal codes used to modulate the transmitted

GPS signals. Each code number corresponds to a particular satellite.
DeltaFreq Hertz 1a Offset frequency applied in the correlation, with respect to the specular Doppler frequency.

A DDM is produced by the concatenation of several waveforms of the same PRN,
at different DeltaFreq.

Polarization character 1a Polarization of the receiving antenna being used in this waveform.
Link number 1a Number that identifies the radio frequency front‐end feeding the correlation channel which is

generating the waveform. This identifies the antenna/polarization.
Channel number 1a Number that identifies which of the 10 correlation channels in the GOLD‐RTR is used to produce

the waveform of this Record.
StartWindowDelay m 1a Delay of the first lag in the correlation window, with respect to NominalDelay of the direct signal.
EndWindowDelay m 1a Delay of the last lag in the correlation window, with respect to NominalDelay of the direct signal.
NominalDelay m 1a GOLD‐RTR expected delay of the waveform peak (direct) or specular point (reflected). The direct

one is given by the internal Novatel receiver card locked at the direct signal, whereas the
reflected one is computed by the GOLD‐RTR in real‐time based on its positioning knowledge
and the reference geoid.

MaxWav power 1b Maximum of the power waveform of this Record.
MaxWavDelay m 1b Delay of the peak of the waveform with respect to the NominalDelay of this same waveform.
MaxDerDelay m 1b Delay of the peak of the derivative of the waveform, with respect to the NominalDelay of this

same waveform.
EccentricityDelay m 1b Eccentricity delay model for this Record.
AtmosphericDelay m 1b Atmospheric delay model affecting the reflected‐direct signals, as given in equation (3) and

Figure 10 (left).
GeometryDelay m 1b Geometric delay model, as given in equation (5) and Figure 10 (right).
SigMaxWavDelay m 1b Formal uncertainty of MaxWavDelay, negative values for outliers.
SigMaxDerDelay m 1b Formal uncertainty of MaxDerDelay, negative values for outliers.
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roughness. Therefore, the ratio of the two orthogonal
polarizations excludes the roughness term and retains the
dielectric effects [Zavorotny and Voronovich, 2000b;
Zavorotny et al., 2003]. The same references note that real
data did not support this hypothesis. Some of the assump-
tions might be too crude, and better modeling is required.
[45] 3. The Object‐identification (L.OI) approach was

suggested by Lie‐Chung et al. [2009] on the basis of a
combination of computing the GNSS‐R derived total
reflectivity together with the carrier phase positioning of
both up‐looking and down‐looking antennas.

3.4. Ice and Snow Applications

[46] For altimetric measurement over ice, see section 3.1.
This section focuses on the techniques intended to charac-
terize several other aspects of ice and snow, such as its
permittivity (brine or temperature), texture, or substructure.

[47] Permittivity by peak‐power (I.PP) obtains the effec-
tive dielectric constant empirically, as a function of the peak
power [e.g., Komjathy et al., 2000].
[48] For Vertical and the horizontal polarizations (I.VHP),

Zavorotny and Zuffada [2002] suggested inferring the first‐
year thickness from the phase difference between the ver-
tical and the horizontal polarized components.
[49] Similar to OP.PR, for Polarimetric Ratio (I.PR), the

ratio between the amplitudes of both polarizations relates to
variations in the permittivity of the sea ice (temperature and
brine), especially at relatively low elevation angles of
observation, around the Brewster angle. There is no algorithm
in the literature, but Figure 8 shows the evolution of the
polarimetric ratio captured over ∼200 days, including the
freezing and melting process of the sea ice in Disko Bay,
Greenland.
[50] Permittivity POPI (I.POPI), as in OP.POPI, uses the

phase difference between the copolar and cross‐polar cir-
cular polarized components.
[51] For Sea ice roughness (I.R), Belmonte [2007] obtained

the sea ice roughness by fitting the waveform shape.
[52] For Volumetric‐scattering (S.V), Wiehl et al. [2003]

suggested a volumetric scattering approach to model reflec-
tions produced in the subsurface firn layers of dry snow.

4. Models

[53] The set of models behind the GNSS‐R data analysis
are compiled in Table 5. Their application for this data set is
detailed below.

Figure 8. Polarimetric ratio during a sea ice campaign
in Disko Bay, Greenland (GPS‐SIDS‐SI), as measured by
different GPS satellites (PRN 2, 5, 17, and 20, shown by cir-
cles, squares, triangles, and inverted triangles, respectively)
at ∼13° elevation. The area had the presence of sea ice (more
than 50% coverage) from mid‐January 2009 to the begin-
ning of May 2009. Short freezing events took place before
ice was established.

Figure 7. (top) The polarimetric ratio (PR), defined as the
ratio between the copolar and the cross‐polar Fresnel reflec-
tion coefficients, giving 100(sal1 − sal2)/sal1, for different
salinity conditions at 15°C water temperature: dark grey,
sal1 = 10 pps, sal2 = 40 pps; medium grey, sal1 = 10 pps,
sal2 = 25 pps; light grey, sal1 = 25 pps, sal2 = 40 pps.
(bottom) Polarimetric phase interferometry (POPI) values
obtained from the Fresnel coefficients of water surface at
15°C and 10 pps (dark grey), 25 pss (medium gray), and
40 pss (light gray) salinity.
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4.1. Altimetry and Ranges

[54] Section 3.1 presented different approaches to measure
the altimetric range, i.e., the delay between the reflected and
the direct radio links. In this section, range and delay will be
both understood as in units of length (convert from time by
the speed of light factor). The altimetric range is related to
the vertical distance between the receiver and the reflecting
surface, which in turn, and once the position of the receiver
is precisely known, relates to the surface altitude with
respect to an arbitrary reference (center of the Earth, a ref-
erence ellipsoid or geoid). In order to precisely know the
receiver position, standard positioning techniques can be
applied to the up‐looking RHCP data. The data we provide
already contain information about the up‐looking antenna
position. In some cases it is the postprocessing precise

positioning whereas in some others is just the real‐time
solution given by GOLD‐RTR’s internal Novatel GPS
receiver card (see Figure 2 for GOLD‐RTR description).
This can be checked in the global attributes of the data file.
[55] The general form of the altimetric equation is

rr�d ¼ �geo þ �atm þ �ins þ n ð1Þ

where rr−d is the measured altimetric range (Table 2);
n is the noise; rgeo is the geometric distance between the
reflected and direct raypaths, if they both were collected at
the well‐positioned up‐looking antenna. It depends on
geometric parameters such as the altitude of the receiver
above the reflecting surface H and incidence angle of
observation; ratm is the sum of the delays induced by the
atmospheric conditions (troposphere, ionosphere); and rins
includes instrumental biases, such as residual clock effects,
cable lengths, and the antenna’s offset vector (3‐D vector
between the up‐ and down‐looking antennas). The antenna’s
offset vectors are provided in the data as global attributes
and are given in the body frame reference system defined in
Figure 9. In the integrated waveforms, the projection of
these vectors into the direction of the observation (that is,
the delay between the up and down antennas induced by the
fact that their location are not coincident) is given in the
variable EccentricityDelay, in meters (Table 4). Note that
simultaneous observations from different satellites corre-
spond to different values of this delay, because of their
different azimuth and elevation angles of observation. Its
convention sign is defined so that it must be subtracted to the
measured altimetric range to obtain the total delay between
the direct raypath and the reflected raypath that would have
been received at the up‐looking antenna position:

�ins ¼ EccentricityDelay ð2Þ

[56] The atmospheric corrections generally applied to
GNSS navigation data are related to tropospheric and
ionospheric effects. For GNSS‐R at relatively low altitudes
(such as the set of campaigns presented in this release), the
ionospheric ones can be neglected, since both direct and
reflected radio links are similarly affected. General models
for the tropospheric delay induced in GNSS‐like signals are
given in the work by, e.g., McCarthy and Petit [2004] and
Spilker et al. [1996], where the effect of the troposphere
onto the GNSS delay is a function of several meteorological
parameters. However, the delays induced by the tropo-
spheric layer above the receiving platform cancel out, and
only those due to the bottom layer, between the surface and
the receiver, affect the altimetric range (this assumption fails
for orbiting receivers). The variable AtmosphericDelay
included in the provided integrated data (Table 4) is a simple
model for ratm, given in meters:

�atm ¼ AtmosphericDelay ¼ 4:6

sin eð Þ 1� e�
H

8621

� �
ð3Þ

More complex models are given by Niell [1996], but they
should be corrected to include solely twice the contribution
below the receiver altitude (ratm = 2ra

bottom in Figure 10).
[57] Multipath is a systematic effect altering the measured

range. It consists in the interference of the radio link with

Table 5. Examples of Waveform and Waveform Analysis
Required Modelsa

Model Notes

GNSS Bistatic Radar Equation
General cross‐polar

DM, DDM
Zavorotny and Voronovich [2000a]

Convolution forms Garrison et al. [2002],
Marchan‐Hernandez
et al. [2008]

Linear in surface
slopes PDF

Cardellach and Rius [2008]

EM Scattering Models
KGO Zavorotny and Voronovich [2000a]
KA Ulaby et al. [1990]
SSA Voronovich [1994]
SPM Rice [1951]

Ice and Snow Scattering
General Ulaby et al. [1990]
Ice and snow Wiehl et al. [2003]
Y1 sea ice Brown [1982]

Dielectric Properties at L Band
General Ulaby et al. [1990]
Soil Vall‐llossera et al. [2005]
Sea ice Carsey [1992], Winebrenner et al.

[1989]

Sea Surface
Wave spectrum Apel [1994], Elfouhaily et al. [1997]
Slopes’ distribution Gaussian, binormal, Gram‐Charlier;

Cox and Munk [1954]

Range Corrections
rgeo 2H sin(e); otherwise, see, e.g.,

Wagner and Klokocnik
[2003] or ray tracers

ratm Niell [1996]
Multipath Townsend and Fenton [1994],

Elosegui et al. [1995], Axelrad
et al. [1996]

Ray tracers Jones and Stephenson [1975]
Clocks not applicable for GOLD‐RTR data

POPI Corrections
Phase wind‐up Wu et al. [1993]

aThere are problems for properly modeling the copolar component of
the scattering. PDF, probability density function; KGO, Kirchhoff
approximation at the geometric optics limit; KA, Kirchhoff approximation;
SSA, small‐slope approximation; SPM, small perturbation methods.
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its own reflections off surfaces near the receiver (such
as aircraft wing and plates in airborne campaigns or
tower pieces and other nearby equipment in ground‐based
experiments). Possible ways to detect, reduce, and correct it

are given by, e.g., Townsend and Fenton [1994], Elosegui
et al. [1995], and Axelrad et al. [1996]. Among the released
data sets, Greenland observations are significantly affected
by multipath.

Figure 9. Sketch of the body frame coordinate system used to provide the offset vector between anten-
nas (as global attributes). The fact that both up‐looking and down‐looking antennas are not located at the
same point varies the delay, and this effect depends on the particular geometry of each observation.

Figure 10. The altimetric range, the range difference between the direct and reflected raypaths, is a func-
tion of the altitude of the receiver above the surface H and the angle of observation e. It can be simply
modeled assuming (left) parallel incidence and a flat surface or (right) a curved Earth, as provided in the
GeometryDelay variable of the integrated data. At low receiving altitudes, the delays induced by the
atmospheric layers above the receiver cancel out, whereas those induced by the bottom layer affect twice
(shown in Figure 10, left). A simple correction for ratm = 2ra

bottom is given in the data (equation (3)).
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[58] The simplest form of rgeo, useful for relatively low
receiver altitudes (such as most of these campaigns),
assumes parallel incidence and flat surface (see Figure 10):

�geo ¼ 2H sin eð Þ ð4Þ

where H is the altitude between the reflecting surface and
the up‐looking (well positioned) antenna, and e is the angle
of elevation (complementary of the incidence angle). More
accurate procedures take into account the curvature of the
Earth, or even the actual shape of the geoid, on which the
shortest reflected path and Snell reflection laws are applied
to model the altimetric range [e.g., Wagner and Klokocnik,
2003]. The geometric model provided in our integrated data,
under variable GeometryDelay (Table 4), is computed as

�geo ¼ GeometryDelay ¼ ~R�~S
���

���þ ~S �~T
���

���
� �

� ~R�~T
�� �� ð5Þ

with ~R, ~T , and ~S being the positions of the receiver, the
transmitter, and the specular point on the curved Earth,
respectively (Figure 10).
[59] As explained in section 3.1, the phase delay observa-

tions measure the variation in the altimetric range, Drr−d(t).
Hence, we can either obtain variations in the altitude with
respect to the beginning of the continuous and connected
carrier phases, DH (dynamic case), or the absolute value of
H as Drr−d(t)/2D sin(e).
[60] Finally, it is worth mentioning that for grazing angles

of observation the signal crosses a long portion of the tro-
posphere, whose gradients might bent the ray, changing both
its altimetric delay and the atmospheric effects. Then, a better
modeling involves ray tracers [e.g., Jones and Stephenson,
1975], systems that solve for the actual raypath as deduced
from the Fermat’s principle. The time taken by an electro-
magnetic wave to cross a media of refractive index n is

� ¼
Z
S
nds ð6Þ

where s is the path trough. Ray tracers find the path S such
that minimizes the traveling time through a given atmo-
spheric conditions n. For analysis of GNSS‐R scenarios, the
ray tracer must solve for both direct and reflected paths,
differentiate them to get the modeled value of the altimetric
range (with atmospheric effects included), compare with the
measured range model, and iterate the procedure tuning the
surface level, so that the measured altimetric ranges match
the ray tracer modeled ones [Cardellach et al., 2004].

4.2. Modeling the Waveform

[61] A general view of the theoretical basis of the GNSS‐R
is given by Gleason et al. [2009]. The waveform is usually
modeled as done by Zavorotny and Voronovich [2000a],
who provide the bistatic radar equation that includes the
modulation of the signal by the PRN codes, as well as the
Doppler filtering due to coherent integration. This model is
based on the electromagnetic scattering in the Kirchhoff
approximation at the geometric optics limit (KGO), valid for
long surface correlation lengths and large vertical surface
dispersion (relative to the wavelength). Extending the
Zavorotny‐Voronovich model to other electromagnetic

scattering theories requires replacing the simple expression
for the bistatic cross section in KGO by the more complex
(numerically computed and tabulated) cross section corre-
sponding to other models. Some of the alternative and more
complete models suitable for L band scattering are (1) the
full Kirchhoff approximation (KA) [e.g., Ulaby et al., 1990],
valid for small surface curvature (long surface correlation
lengths compared to bothwavelength and vertical dispersion),
(2) the small‐slope approximation (SSA) [e.g., Voronovich,
1994], applicable irrespective of roughness scales, as long
as their slopes are small compared to the incident and
scattering angles, and (3) two‐scale models, in which a
small‐amplitude, high‐frequency component is added and
modeled by the small perturbation methods (SPM) [e.g.,
Rice, 1951] might be also used. As for deep snow or mul-
tilayer sea ice, the volumetric scattering has been modeled
byWiehl et al. [2003]. Brown [1982] developed a near‐nadir
scattering theory for first‐year sea ice, which should be
modified to accommodate the geometries (large incidence)
of the released sea ice data sets. In order to speed up the
computation of these models, the integral forms have been
reformulated into more compact ways, such as convolution
[Garrison et al., 2002] and double convolution [Marchan‐
Hernandez et al., 2008].
[62] Ulaby et al. [1990] give models for dielectric prop-

erties of several Earth surfaces (fresh and ocean waters,
land, and different types of ice and snow). For L band
specific permittivity values, Blanch and Aguasca [2004] and
Lang et al. [2008] provide up‐to‐date measurements for
seawater. For different soil types, recent L band measure-
ments are given by Vall‐llossera et al. [2005]. Microwave
remote sensing of the sea ice is compiled by Carsey [1992];
dielectric and scattering‐related properties are compiled by,
e.g., Winebrenner et al. [1989].
[63] As for the modeling of the sea surface, the GNSS‐R

community usually takes the Apel [1994] or Elfouhaily et al.
[1997] wave spectrum and Gaussian, binormal, or Gram‐
Charlier [Cox and Munk, 1954] distributions of the surface
slopes.

5. Currently Available Data

[64] Figure 11 displays the geographic distribution of the
released data, and their characteristics are summarized in
Table 3. Each campaign permits different techniques among
the ones listed in this paper. This information is also pre-
sented in Table 3, using the codes in Table 1. The server will
be updated as new data sets are collected.
[65] The data provided in the server are in netCDF for-

mat (UNIDATA, http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/
index.html). Freely available libraries to deal with this format
exist for several programming languages, such as C/C++ or
f77/f90. GMT, IDL, or Matlab can also manipulate and dis-
play netCDF contents [e.g., Wessel and Smith, 1991].
[66] There are two types of files, containing integrated data

(power waveforms) and raw data (complex waveforms).
Raw data usage is detailed in the server documentation. For
those users interested in how the receiver computes the raw
waveforms, Nogués‐Correig et al. [2007] give exhaustive
details. The integrated data are the result of (1) a coherent sum
of the raw complex waveforms, (2) the noncoherent sum
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of these waveforms (coherent and noncoherent integration
length information self‐contained in the data), (3) georefer-
encing the observations, and, finally, (4) computing some
intermediate observables to facilitate the users’ work (note
that users can recompute those by themselves). Each geor-
eferenced integrated‐data file corresponds to either 1 flight,
or 24 h observations in ground‐based continuous monitoring
campaigns. The variables contained in the georeferenced
integrated data files are detailed in the Web server docu-
mentation. Here we compile some of them in Table 4, rel-
evant for complementing and understanding some of the
information provided in the article. They are flagged as
level 1a or 1b to distinguish between values that cannot be
reprocessed by the user (1a, given by the equipment or
initial processing) and those that the user can recompute
(1b). The combination of fields required to build different
observables are explained in Table 2.

6. Summary and Conclusions

[67] The PARIS or GNSS‐R techniques were suggested
in early 90s, whereas most theoretical and experimental
research about their potential applications emerged some
years later. In this context, the Institut de Ciències de l’Espai
designed and manufactured a dedicated GNSS‐R hardware
receiver, the GOLD‐RTR, with which more than 40 air-
borne flights and 8 months ground‐based campaigns were
conducted over ocean, land, sea ice, and dry snow. Several

aspects of the GNSS‐R require further investigation, and new
applications or approaches might be envisaged. For these
reasons, the GNSS‐R data collected since 2005 with the
GOLD‐RTR are made available to the research community.
With the aim of encouraging new users and new research,
the paper sought to review in an understandably manner the
GNSS‐R applications, techniques and algorithms that could
be potentially applied to these data sets, together with the
data structure, and the suitable models to deal with them.
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